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Table 1:  Gold Performance to 30 June 2019 (% per annum) 1

QuARTeR2 1 YR 3 YR 5 YR 10 YR Since 31/12/99

Gold in us dollar 8.8 12.7 2.2 1.4 4.2 8.4

Gold in rand 4.7 15.0 0.4 7.3 10.5 13.2

Gold in euro 7.4 15.2 1.4 5.2 6.4 7.7

1 Based on LBMA PM Fixes.
2 Not annualized for periods of less than one year.

Table 2:  Quarter-end Gold Prices and exchange rates 1

Gold in uS$/oz R/$ RATe Gold in R/oz2 $/€ RATe Gold in €/oz

30 June 2009 934.50 7.82 7,305.13 1.41 664.89

30 June 2010 1,244.00 7.59 9,443.93 1.23 1,012.70

30 June 2011 1,505.50 6.86 10,321.86 1.45 1,040.07

30 June 2012 1,598.50 8.21 13,123.35 1.27 1,260.45

30 June 2013 1,192.00 9.97 11,881.85 1.30 914.39

30 June 2014 1,315.00 10.64 13,986.58 1.37 962.66

30 June 2015 1,171.00 12.34 14,451.28 1.11 1,046.19

30 June 2016 1,321.50 14.91 19,703.56 1.11 1,187.50

30 June 2017 1,243.50 13.00 16,164.25 1.14 1,089.93

30 June 2018 1,250.45 13.85 17,323.96 1.16 1,074.14

30 June 2019 1,409.00 14.13 19,919.74 1.14 1,237.81

noTeS
1   Gold prices in US$ and € are LBMA PM Fixes. 
2   Gold price in Rand from Rand Refinery.
3   Previous quarter-end gold prices were $1,295.15, R19,035.46 and €1,152.68.  
4   Gold prices as at 31 December 1999 were $290.25, R1,785.04 and €289.09.
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Table 3:  Calendar year Performance of Gold

% uS dollAR % zA RAnd % euRo

2009 25.0 -0.4 21.1

2010 29.2 16.1 38.2

2011 8.9 33.0 12.6

2012 8.3 13.6 6.2

2013 -27.3 -11.8 -30.3

2014 0.1 10.4 13.4

2015 -11.4 19.1 -1.1

2016 7.7 -2.5 13.3

2017 12.2 1.3 -2.6

2018 -0.6 11.5 -5.8

2019 to date 9.8 11.1 21.7

Figure 1:  Chart of Gold Price in us dol lar from 31 december 1999 (lBMa PM Fix)
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Figure 2:  Chart of Gold Price in south african rand from 31 december 1999

   GolD Price Action 

the second quarter of 2019 was an excellent quarter for gold, much like the first quarter. in us dollar, gold rose by a 
massive 8.8% from $1,295 per ounce to $1,409. Gold has comprehensively broken through the strong resistance level of 
$1,360.

in all currencies gold had a very good quarter. in south african rand, gold was up 4.7%. While still very strong performance, 
this number is a fair bit lower than the dollar number due to the rand strengthening against the dollar during the quarter. 
in euro gold was up 7.4%.

Gold performance over twelve months to 30 June was exceptionally strong. in us dollar, gold appreciated 12.7%, in sa 
rand, gold was up 15% and in euro gold rose by 15.2%.

in the 19½ years of this century gold rewarded the long term investor with excellent price appreciation. in the two big 
currencies gold has delivered over 13% annualized. these hard currency performances which are way in excess of inflation 
indicate structural weakening of the major currencies. rand-gold performance begins with dollar performance and then 
overlays rand weakening. the numbers indicate that the rand has deteriorated against the dollar by around 5% per 
annum.
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   Macro-econoMic ouTlook

sHort terM

in the united states of america under the presidency of donald trump today the rich are doing fabulously, but the 
president wants them to do a whole lot better. Meanwhile, the middle class are doing poorly and are threatening to take 
the us into recession.

For the rich to do even better the president would like to see interest rates being slashed. this would have the effect of 
share prices going to new record highs.

the president has other reasons that talk to his desire for lower interest rates, and these will be discussed in the Medium 
term and long term sections below.

the united states Federal reserve (the “Fed”) controls short term us interest rates and does its policy setting by way of 
two-day meetings of the Board of Governors. the next meeting is scheduled for 30-31 July 2019. the Chairman of the 
Fed has come under enormous pressure in recent months to give trump the rate cuts that he desires. the pressure and 
the economic rationale have both been unwarranted, at least until recently. now the economic rationale for a rate cut is 
strong. recently the bond yield curve has inverted (see chart), and there is no greater predictor of future recession than 
this. We expect that on 31 July we will learn of a us rate cut.

interest rate cuts are generally bad for a currency. Furthermore, generally-speaking, what is bad for the us dollar is good 
for gold. We expect that on 31 July the us Fed will announce that us short term interest rates (what is called ‘the Fed 
Funds rate’) will be cut by 0.25 – 0.50 percentage points (or 25 to 50 basis points). such action should be bad for the 
dollar (as viewed through international exchange rates) and good for gold. But because there is already a high expectation 
for such Fed action, the price impacts are not likely to be great. should there be no cuts, then expect the dollar to gain 
strength and gold to lose ground.

MediuM terM

President trump has taken a heavy hand to the major trading partners of the us. From his day 1 in office he has accused 
Mexico, China and europe of unfair trade practices and agreements, to the disadvantage of the us. trump has threatened 
and cajoled the leaders of major trading partners and has placed heavy tariffs on goods and services imported from these 
countries.

Figure 3:  Chart of us Government Bond yields (“yield Curve”) 
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trump’s objective with his trade tariffs has been to lessen the attractiveness of the imported goods and services by 
making them much more expensive to americans.

the law of unintended Consequences once again stepped in and altered the landscape in unexpected ways. the countries 
that were on the receiving end of the trump tariffs experienced currency weakness, to the extent that their weakened 
currencies made their exports, with trump tariffs layered on top, competitive once again. the tariffs have been largely 
nullified.

this currency weakness in what trump sees as opponents, not partners, has angered trump and he has taken steps. Firstly, 
he has threatened those countries and ordered their leaders to take steps to strengthen their currencies. secondly, and 
rather ominously, he has insisted on new clauses in trade deals that force countries to support their currencies. thirdly, 
he is looking at direct market intervention to weaken the dollar.

the upshot of all this is that for the balance of his first term in office, and for as long as trump is president of the us, one 
should expect a tilt towards dollar weakness. and of course generally speaking, what is bad for the dollar is good for gold.

lonGer terM

the dollar has had a tremendous bull run for eight years and that bull is starting to look a little weary.

While Barak obama was us President he was routinely lambasted by private citizen trump for running budget deficits 
and adding to the national debt. But it is worth remembering that obama entered office at the time of the Financial Crisis 
and massive state expenditure was essential at the same time that tax revenues were plunging.

over time obama’s administration fixed the economic mess that they had inherited and they worked the budget deficit 
down to low levels by the time obama ended his second term. trump inherited a fixed economy with lots of growth 
ahead, and he inherited a national budget that was running a relatively small deficit.

in his three years in office, trump has taken a chainsaw to government income by slashing tax rates for the rich and 
for corporations. and trump has exploded national expenditure, particularly on military spending. Consequently, 
notwithstanding a relatively good economy, trump’s budgets have been disastrous for the long term financial health of 
the us by running huge and ever-increasing deficits.

in the first quarter of 2019 annualised national income amounted to $5,663 billion. annualised national expenditure was 
way in excess of income and amounted to $6,998 billion. the budget deficit was an annualized $1,323 billion – or $1.3 
trillion! it is projected that in 3 years’ time the cost of servicing the national debt (interest) will exceed the military budget. 
Most amazing is that this is not in times of war or crisis. these are stable and relatively prosperous times. it is hard to 
reconcile the actions of trump with his election promises.
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   south AfricAn GolD, for south AfricAns, by south AfricAns, offshore.

When we set out in 2005 to bring sa Bullion and its offerings to the market, we had a very clear idea as to what it was we 
were offering south african clients. in offering a physical gold investment service we were offering:

•	 A	hard	currency	alternative	to	soft	currencies;
•	 A	risk	alternative	to	banks;	and
•	 An	investment	alternative	to	equities,	bonds	and	property.

since inception, we have been all too aware that we have not been able to offer an important and highly-desired fourth 
leg to our chair –

•	 A	tangible	asset	beyond	national	(South	African)	risks.

i am immensely proud to advise you that we can now offer all four legs to our chair.

For several years we have worked with lawyers and regulators in switzerland, with international vaulting and logistics firms 
and with rand refinery in south africa. you are now the first to hear that we have established sa Bullion international as 
rand refinery’s 25th international dealer (and only african international dealer) and that we offer international gold sales 
and vaulting in dubai uae and in Zurich switzerland.

our international clients have the choice of acquiring Krugerrands, Minted Bars or Kilobars, and they have the choice of 
vaulting those gold products with us in dubai or Zurich, or taking delivery of them at a destination of their choice. our 
gold products are the most trusted gold products in the world, procured from rand refinery, and our vaulting is with the 
american multinational, Brinks, the most trusted vaulting and logistics operator in the world. sa Bullion international 
is a foreign Global Business Corporation, such that all dealing with rand refinery is exempt of Value added tax. our 
offshore company is headquartered in Mauritius, a country with an excellent reputation in financial services. south african 
residents will have the benefit of being serviced by our domestic office in Cape town.

our offshore offering will get a high-profile national launch in the near future but meanwhile we are delighted to announce 
this soft launch to you, our valued client. We shall be sending comprehensive product information to you in august.

Hard Currency. High security. international diversification. 

Hilton daVies
17 July 2019


